
ADV SKIN 5 SET
REF. : C10894

ADV SKIN 8 SET W
REF. : C10486

ADV SKIN 12 SET
REF. : C10131

The comfort offered by the ADV SKIN series will make the difference on the field when you will mix
outdoor activities at a fast pace. This pack makes it easy to stay hydrated, with soft flasks and bladder
compatibility so you can choose your preferred hydration system. Women’s specific version is curved to
fit a female torso and shorter spine length.

• ADV SKIN 5 SET and ADV SKIN 12 SET are compatible with all Salomon SOFT FLASKS 500ml/17oz (REF : 
402799) and SOFT FLASKS SPEED 500ml/17oz (REF : 394482)

• ADV SKIN 8 SET W is compatible with Salomon SOFT FLASKS STRAW 500ml/17oz (REF. : C10830)
• All ADV SKIN are compatible with Salomon SOFT RESERVOIR 1.5L (REF. : 392168)

Thanks for buying your ADV SKIN trail-running vest. Please refer to this user guide for information on the
product, use, maintenance and customer service.
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QUICK LINK : This innovative sternum strap construction allows you to adjust and connect your pack quickly,
even on the move. The elastic strap also allows easy breathing during intense activity.

SENSIFIT : Construction with a stretchy mesh fabric which adapts to your body morphology, with small
adjusting systems offering support and an irreproachable stability. The bag doesn’t move and doesn’t restrict
breathing allowing your chest to expand freely.
For the ADV SKIN 8 SET W, the SENSIFIT technology has been adapted specifically to fit comfortably around a
women's curved chest, narrow shoulders and shorter torso length. Double stretch construction straps,
shaped like cups, conform to the chest. Proper fit eliminates bounce while enabling comfortable breathing.

QUICK LINK

1. Measure your torso: Take your measurement around the widest part of your chest area, keeping the
measuring tape horizontal to measure it well.

2. Then check for your size on below table and pick your backpack.

When you try the vest, be sure that there is an 8-centimeters gap between both parts of the vest after you’ve
squeezed the strings. If in any doubt, select the size that corresponds to your running top sizing as ADV SKIN
Series vests have been designed to follow Salomon apparel sizing charts.

ORDER SIZE CHEST (CM)
CHEST 
(INCH)

W
O

M
EN

XXS 76-81,5 23-32

XS 81-86,5 32-34

S 86-90,5 34-35,5

M 90-96,5 35,5-37,5

L 96-102,5 37,5-40

ORDER SIZE CHEST (CM)
CHEST 
(INCH)

M
EN

XS 81,5-89 32-35

S 88,5-96 34,5-38

M 95,5-102,5 37,5-40

L 101,5-108,5 39,5-42,5

XL 108-115 42-45
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ADV SKIN 5 SET
REF : C10896

ADV SKIN 5 SET
REF : C10894

ADV SKIN 5 SET
REF : C10895

ADV SKIN 5 SET
REF : C10485

Volume 8L

Main pocket 5L

Back length 37cm

Dimension 37cm  x  18cm  x  9cm

ADV SKIN 8 SET W
REF : C10897

ADV SKIN 8 SET W
REF : C10486

1. Unique shaped Soft Flasks

2. Shoulder Pockets

1

2

Volume 5L

Main Pocket 3L

Back length 38cm

Dimension 38cm  x  20cm  x  6cm

Weight 240g

Weight with accessories 308g

Available size XXS, XS, S, M, L

Bladder (not included) 1.5L maximum

Weight 228g

Weight with accessories 308g

Available size XS, S, M, L, XL

Bladder (not included) 1.5L maximum
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ADV SKIN 12 SET
REF : C10878

ADV SKIN 12 SET
REF : C10876

ADV SKIN 12 SET
REF : C10877

ADV SKIN 12 SET
REF : C10131

1. Main compartment compressor

Volume 12L

Main pocket 7,5L

Back length 40cm

Dimension 40cm  x  20cm  x  12cm

Weight 302g

Weight with accessories 370g

Available size XS, S, M, L, XL

Bladder (not included) 1.5L maximum

1
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1. To fasten the ADV SKIN, use the Quick Link System
(elastic strings connecting the sternum straps).

2. Pull the strings from the tabs on left of sternum (1)
straps to open & place them back in the tabs to
close.

3. To secure the vest, pull the 2-way hook (2) in the
middle of sternum strap (right side). You can also
adjust each string independently to tighten top or
bottom of Quick Link System. To release pressure,
just press the 2-way hook.

1

1

2

The ADV SKIN 12 allows you to compress the main
compartment depending on load to prevent bouncing
and maximize comfort during your run.

1. The elastic string on either side of the backpack (1)
can adjust to the load in your pack’s main
compartment by just pulling the tab (2) inside the
side mesh stash pocket.

2. To release, remove your pack and press the 2-way
hooks on either sides of the backpack whilst pulling
the strings to loosen.

1

2
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The Quick Link system on the ADV SKIN series has been created to assure mobility, comfort, and adaptability
to every runner’s body and personal preferences. The versatility of the backpack is shown as well as the
possible arrangement of the twin link system in the chest area, it can be changed from right to left for left
handed people and different sizes using the straps located in the middle.

To unhook the attachments from the straps follow the next steps:

1. Move from left to right the piece to remove the strap from it once it’s out, place where you want it and do
the same movement to place it.

2. A numerous number of combinations are possible, it is up to you to play with it.

WARNING: some pieces might be hard to remove, be sure to put the backpack flat on a table and take time to
do this procedure.
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• ADV SKIN 5 SET and ADV SKIN 12 SET are compatible with all Salomon SOFT FLASKS 500ml/17oz (REF. : 
402799) and SOFT FLASKS SPEED 500ml/17oz (REF. : 394482)

• ADV SKIN 8 SET W is compatible with Salomon SOFT FLASKS STRAW 500ml/17oz (REF. : C10830)
• All ADV SKIN are compatible with Salomon SOFT RESERVOIR 1.5L (REF. : 392168)

Salomon reinvented the way we hydrate. You can
effortlessly drink as soon as you feel thirsty to stay
energized and perform better.

1. Each backpack comes with two flasks of 500ml each,
place them in the pockets located on the chest area.

2. Secure them with the elastic strap located near the
pocket to avoid any movement by wrapping the elastic
around the flask’s valve.

3. To drink, place your mouth on the valve and bite whilst
pressing the flask to release water and adjust flow.

The SOFT FLASKS 500ml/17oz included with your ADV SKIN 5 SET and ADV SKIN 12 SET are compatible with
the XA FILTER CAP 42 (sold separately).

SOFT FLASK 500ml/17oz
REF. : 402799

SOFT FLASK 500ml/17oz W
REF. : C10830

SOFT FLASK SPEED 500ml/17oz 
REF. : 394482

SOFT RESERVOIR 1.5L
REF. : 392168
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1. Place the flasks in the pockets located just below the
chest area and make sure to flip the flask around to
follow the pocket’s shape.

2. Secure the straws through the tabs located above the
flasks along the shoulder straps to reduce any
movement from the straw whilst running. Find the set-
up that is most comfortable to you and adjust the
straw’s length if necessary by removing the valve and
cutting to preferred length, then, placing the valve back.

3. To drink, place your mouth on the valve and bite whilst
pressing the flask to release water and adjust flow.

The Women’s ADV Skin 8 SET has been specially designed around the female morphology with flasks placed
below the breast to relieve pressure and maximize comfort with straws to easily and quickly access hydration
on-the-go.
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Every athlete has his/her own way to carry their poles. The ADV Skin has been constructed to adapt to every
way possible thanks to its movable elasticated straps which offer up to 7 different set-ups:
Show how you can tie it and remove it.

1. Place the strap in one of the many tabs

2. Close it and attach the hook to the adapted tab
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The ADV SKIN is compatible with a poles quiver (sold
separately) which allows storing of the poles on-the-go without
stopping for those looking to save time and wanting extra
stability.

1. Attach the top of the quiver to the two tabs located at the
top of the shoulder strap, below the reflective stripe (left or
right), or just above the bladder pocket.

2. Attach the bottom of the quiver diagonally across the back
of the pack with the tabs located at the bottom of the
backpack on either side.

3. Put your poles in the quiver.

4. Adjust the bottom of the quiver by passing the tanka (black
cord lock stopper on red elastic string) through the tabs,
press the tanka and pull the red elastic string.

5. When needed, just undo the tanka and pull you walking
sticks out.

Tabs

Tabs
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The ADV SKIN vests feature a water reservoir compartment sleeve in the back pocket of the backpack
(reservoir not included but sold separately). The reservoir and tube routing have been especially designed to
shorten the distance the water travels to optimize hydration therefore travelling from the bottom of the pack
up through the shoulder straps.

1. Introduce the water reservoir in the back of the vest in the large mesh pocket, make sure the top of
reservoir fits the hole that is located at the bottom of the mesh pocket.

2. Attach the tube to the safety strap placed near the soft flask on your right shoulder straps, to avoid
bouncing and any discomfort.

3. Follow the routing of the tube to the bottom right of the pack where you will find a small opening,
introduce the tube through it to guide it to the reservoir pocket.

4. There is a small opening next to the back pocket for access to the reservoir pocket so you can connect the
tube to the reservoir’s tap.
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If your bladder tube is too long, you can adjust the size by following these steps :

1. Remove the silicone valve.

2. Make a little cut below the grey piece.

3. Remove the grey piece.

4. Measure the tube to where you find more suitable to hydrate.

5. Cut it and place all the pieces back in place.

As simple as it gets - reverse by placing your
hand in the reservoir (make sure it's empty!),
grab the bottom, and pull it back through the
top opening. It's just like turning a sock inside-
out. The molded opening can also be flipped
after the reservoir body has been reversed.
Then, throw it in the dishwasher or rinse with
mild soap and water. Make sure to let the
reservoir dry out completely while reversed.

All of our SOFT FLASKS are top-shelf dishwasher
safe so they are very simple to keep clean. If you
are fueling with energy gels or mixing your own
nutrition mix, we recommend using a bottle brush
or Bottle Bright to clean out any residue.
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• Do not tumble dry. To dry the bag, we’ll advice a soft spin drying = max 600 turns per minute. Natural
drying = Avoid the drum drying

• Do not bleach

• Do not dry clean

• Do not Iron

• Hand wash cold (30°C)

We’ll advice a regular cleaning for this bag to regularly remove the sweat from the running sessions.
(Sweat = bacteria = oxidization = odors = rings = bleaching accelerator)
Preferably hand washing with detergent.

Although not recommended, machine washing is permitted on delicate program (30°C) with soft spin cycle
(max 600 turns per minute) while closing the straps beforehand and avoiding fabric softeners and rinsing with
clear water. To dry the bag, we recommend natural drying and no tumble drying.

Sweat is an oxidization source on the zip sliders. You can protect the metal parts from the zips while rubbing
them softly with a cotton swab moistened with vegetable oil (olive oil for instance) and while sliding the
zippers 2 or 3 times. Do not put too much oil not to stain the bag!

Salomon bags (including parts such as buckles, straps, etc) are guaranteed for 2 years from purchase date and
only applicable against defects discovered withing the Warranty Period and extends only to the original
purchaser of the product. Click here for full warranty details and conditions.

Salomon hydration accessories manufactured by HydraPak are guaranteed for life. To submit a warranty claim
for a Salomon by HydraPak product, click here.
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Is the survival blanket included?

No, it’s not included but we have left the specific mesh pocket at the top of the main back compartment for
quick access.

Are extra attachments available within the pack?

There are 2 extra attachments directly in the back pocket. You’ll be able to adapt the adjustment the way you
want since the Quick Link System offers flexibility and adaptability.

My elastic string broke. Where can I get another one?

It’s available directly on our website (Salomon.com) under the name QUICK LINK SYSTEM.

Are the 2L bladders compatible with the ADV SKIN series?

No, they aren’t compatible. The water reservoir is only compatible with 1.5L bladders.

https://www.salomon.com/contact
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